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The beloved leader of a planet...A non-citizen fugitive...And a secret love that could kill them

both.Kailynn Evada was born on the most powerful planet in the Altereye System, but was raised in

the non-citizen district of Trid. She always dreamed of revolution and changing the injustices of the

planet Tiao. But when her brotherâ€™s plot to destroy the A.I. that runs the planet falls apart,

Kailynn finds herself struggling to save his life. Armed with false citizenship and determination to

save her brother from execution, Kailynn finds work in the capital city, Anon, as a Significantâ€”a

person paid to act as a friend to clients. When a secret request for Significant companionship comes

in, the pay drives Kailynn to accept the job. However, she soon discovers that her client is the most

powerful person in the planetary systemâ€”Elite Isa, leader of the Elite Syndicate of Tiao who is

genetically altered for perfection and forbidden from intimate relationships. The undeniable

attraction between the two leads to a secret love that could kill them both.
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Cover art is generally a decent indication of the quality of a book, but in this case it's not. Surprising

doesn't begin to describe this book. It's very well done sprawling sci-fi with action, romance, political



games and excellent world building. Not to mention it's long enough to tell a quite complicated story

without just burping up the ending or rushing through. I would say that the first couple of chapters

don't even begin to hint at the scope of the plot. I thought the story was going to be much narrower

and then was very pleased to discover the well drawn threads that kept interconnecting to create

something much bigger and important than one person's journey. It didn't lose itself in the large plot

either. The focus stays firmly on the main characters as they go through major changes which

keeps it interesting and engaging. Highly recommend.

My wife asked me tonight, "How's the book?". I read so much (about a book a day) that this

question wasn't out of the norm. I told her, "This is a book you'll never forget that you've read."There

are very few Sci-Fi books out there that lead with two women. Especially when they're coupled.

Cary Caffrey's The Girls From Alcyone, Fletcher Delancey's Caphenon series come to mind. It's a

niche inside a niche. The Significant is the size of 3 novels and stands tall on the podium of her

peers.The Significant is so intricately layered and textured it blows my mind. Depth of character

creation, world building, dialog, and scene pace all take top nods in my estimate. I cannot praise this

book enough. It simply is one of the most incredible books you'll ever read. Period. End of line.

This book was fantastic, just wow! Easily the best I've read this year, of any genre. I'm a reader who

enjoys length so this worked for me. I appreciated the details, especially the important chapter at the

end of the novel which ties in the whole story. This book stands out. Not only as a sci-fi novel with a

very believable and unique depiction of a futuristic world, but also a pure love story between two

women destined to be together. All of the characters within the story are strong both leading and

supporting, the plot never feels like drags you along, and even for it's length I wanted to keep

reading. That makes for a great book, totally worth your purchase.

This is one of the best sci-fi book I ever read. The story was immediately engrossing with

assassination attempts, political mindgames, war, intrigue, powerful technology, and a superb

romance. It's mind blowing and will keep you hooked till the very last page. The author created an

amazing story with a strong plot line. A plot line I cannot describe because of the complexity.

Happens so much that this is impossible. It's worth all your time and money. No need to say that I

enjoyed it immensely. Wow, what a story!

This is real science fiction right here. There story was strong from the beginning to the end. It's one



of the best book I've ever read. I wish this was a series.Thank you!Cheers.

I received this book discounted from BookBub and it is definitely worth the read! The description

does not do it justice! The characters are believable and real and so is the fictional planet of Taio!

One thing I love about the book is that they don't make every male in the story shallow stick figures,

just because they are male. I detest the "All men are pigs, men are bad bad bad lesbian books. It

also doesn't emphasize the fact that it's LGTB. The two main characters just happen to be women

in love. I also love that they combined my two favorite genres, LGTB and scyfi and did it very well!

The author was not overly descriptive on the buildings and the way of life for her characters. It was

easy to read and easy to wrap your mind around and I could picture myself in their society. I would

like to give the author a little advice though. Proof reading is important! (I would never take away a

star for that, because I am sure you could point out fifty mistakes in my review itself!) I hope she

continues with this story. I am anxious now to read all of her work!

A very good read. The world building was well done, and the "world" itself was very interesting. The

examination of artificial intelligence and the manner in which the "cyborgs" (my word, not the

author's) were created was refreshingly unique. The plot was exciting while leaving enough time in

the sequencing to allow a proper development of relationships between characters (and not just the

two main characters). There were times when I was confused and confounded by the main

character's decision-making, especially near the beginning. I also had unanswered questions, and I

would very much appreciate a sequel, although I haven't seen evidence that there will be one.

Altogether, I enjoyed this book immensely, and I wouldn't hesitate to recommend it - even to folks

who don't traditionally read sci-fi....I'd also like to note that The Significant would not only appeal to

readers who favor LGBT characters (unless they really hate them, I guess). I particularly loved how

the forbidden nature of the romance had absolutely nothing to do with the fact that it was between

two women.
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